
Step 1: Identifying Issues and Seeking Advise 

1. Identify the Issue: If you have experienced antisemitism or any form of discrimination on 
campus, recognize this as a potential violation of UBC’s Discrimination Policy and Code of 
Conduct. 

2. Seek Advising: Contact the UBC Equity & Inclusion Office to discuss the incident(s) you 
have experienced:  

• For UBC Vancouver (UBC) email: humanrights@equity.ubc.ca 

• For UBC Okanagan (UBCO) email: humanrights.ubco@equity.ubc.ca 

• Alternatively, complete the Human Rights Advising Request Form on the UBC 
Equity & Inclusion Office website. 

A Human Rights Advisor will provide confidential impartial advising on options for 
resolution. Options will depend on the nature and circumstances of the incident, including 
whether (on the surface of it) the incident meets the threshold for/rised to discrimination 
based on a 3-point legal test affirming that (1) there are protected characteristics, (2) there 
are adverse effects, and (3) there is a demonstrated link between (1) and (2). 

Step 2: Exploring Resolution Options 

1. Informal Resolution Process: An advisor will help you explore options under the 
Discrimination Policy, which may include an informal resolution process, aiming for 
amicable solutions. 

• Formal Complaint: If resolving the matter informally is not appropriate or desired, 
and there is sufficient initial evidence indicating that an antisemitic and/or 
discriminatory incident has occurred, you  then have the option  to proceed with a 
formal, written complaint. In this process, an advisor will provide guidance on how 
to articulate and submit your concerns formally. The advisor can assist with 
identifying whether the concern should be addressed under the Student Code of 
Conduct or Discrimination Policy. 

• Once a formal complaint is filed, it is assessed by the Student Conduct Manager or 
Investigations Office (depending on applicable policy), to recommend whether to 
conduct an investigation.  

Step 3: Understanding the Complaint Handling Process 

1. Discuss Expectations: Consult with the Human Rights Advisor about the handling and 
potential resolution of your complaint, which will vary based on its nature and context. 

2. Investigation Process: In cases proceeding to investigation, an investigator will review the 
case, including relevant case law, to determine if the behavior is antisemitic and violates 
the human rights code and the UBC Discrimination Policy.  
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Additional Information: 

1. Intent to File a Complaint: Inform the Advisor if you are determined to file a complaint and 
express your interest in learning about the resolution outcome. 

2. Confidentiality: Be aware that some investigation details and outcomes may be 
confidential under privacy laws. 

3. Definition of Antisemitism: UBC does not have a specific definition of antisemitism. 
Complaints are investigated within their context and based on relevant case law. 

4. Faculty and Staff Complaints: Faculty and staff can also submit complaints to the Equity 
and Inclusion Office, which will provide guidance and direction. 


